Introduction
We present the solution of extremely large electromagnetics problems formulated with surface integral equations (SIEs) and discretized with hundreds of millions of unknowns. Scattering and radiation problems involving three-dimensional closed metallic objects are formulated rigorously by using the combined-field integral equation (CFIE) . Surfaces are discretized with small triangles, on which the Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) functions are defined to expand the induced electric current and to test the boundary conditions for the tangential electric and magnetic fields. Discretizations of large objects with dimensions of hundreds of wavelengths lead to dense matrix equations with hundreds of millions of unknowns. Solutions are performed iteratively, where the matrix-vector multiplications are performed efficiently by using the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) [1] . Solutions are also parallelized on a cluster of computers using a hierarchical partitioning strategy [2] , which is well suited for the multilevel structure of MLFMA. Accuracy and efficiency of the implementation are demonstrated on electromagnetic problems involving as many as 205 million unknowns, which are the largest integral-equation problems ever solved in the literature.
Multilevel Fast Multipole Algorithm
MLFMA reduces the complexity of the matrix-vector multiplications required by iterative solvers from 0 (N 2 ) to O(N log N). A tree structure is constructed by placing the object in a cubic box and recursively dividing the computational domain into subboxes (clusters). Interactions between the clusters are calculated by translating the radiated fields of the clusters into incoming fields to other clusters. Without losing generality, consider a smooth object with an electrical dimension of kD, where k = 21r/ A is the wavenumber. Discretization (triangulation) of the object with A/I0 mesh size leads to N unknowns, where
A multilevel tree structure with L = O(log N) levels is obtained by considering nonempty boxes, i.e., clusters. At level l from 1 to L, the number of clusters can be approximated as Nz~4 (1- 
In order the calculate the interactions between the clusters, radiated and incoming fields are defined and sampled on the unit sphere. The sampling rate depends on the cluster size as measured by the wavelength, and the total number of samples per cluster can be approximated as Sz~4(l-1) SI, where SI = 0(1). We note that the complexity at levell is proportional to the product of the number of clusters and the number of samples, i.e., NzSz~NISI = O(N). Hence, all levels of MLFMA have equal importance with O(N) complexity in terms of processing time and memory. 978-1-4244-3647-7/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE Hierarchical Parallelization of MLFMA For the solution of very large problems, MLFMA running on a single processor may not be sufficient, and parallelization is required. Unfortunately, MLFMA involves a complicated tree structure, which is difficult to distribute among multiple processors. Lower levels of the tree structure involve large numbers of clusters with coarsely-sampled radiated and incoming fields, while the higher levels involve small numbers of clusters with fine samplings. Recently, we developed a hierarchical partitioning strategy, which is based on distributing both clusters and field samples at each level by considering the numbers of clusters and samples [2] . This strategy improves the parallelization efficiency, compared to previous parallelization approaches that are based on distributing either clusters or field samples at a level.
Consider the parallelization of MLFMA on a cluster of p processors, where p = 2 i for some integer i. Using the hierarchical partitioning strategy, the number of partitions for clusters at levell is chosen as
Then, the number of clusters assigned to each processor can be approximated as
In addition, samples of the fields are divided into
partitions along the () direction for levell. For each cluster, the total number of samples per processor can be written as
By distributing both clusters and field samples, the hierarchical strategy improves the loadbalancing of the workload among processors. In addition, the communication time is significantly reduced compared to the previous parallelization strategies.
Numerical Results
The improved efficiency provided by the hierarchical strategy was demonstrated on relatively small problems involving millions of unknowns solved on 2 to 128 processors [2] .
In this study, we use the hierarchical parallelization of MLFMA for the solution of very large electromagnetics problems. As an example, we present the solution of scattering problems involving various metallic objects depicted in Fig. 1 . These are (a) a sphere of radius 180'\, (b) the NASA Almond of length 715'\, (b) a 400,\ long wing-shaped object with sharp edges and comers, and (d) the stealth airborne target Flamme with a maximum dimension of 720'\. All objects are discretized with ,\/10 triangles, leading to matrix equations with more than 100 million unknowns. Iterative solutions are performed by using the biconjugate-gradient-stabilized (BiCGStab) algorithm accelerated via MLFMA with two digits of accuracy. Convergence of the iterative solutions are also accelerated by using block-diagonal preconditioners. Solutions are performed on a parallel cluster, which consists of 16 computing nodes. Each node involves 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon processors and a total of 32 GB memory. We parallelize the solutions into 16 and 64 processes by employing 1 and 4 processors per node. Table I lists the number of iterations (for 10-3 residual error), peak memory, and the total processing time including setup and solution parts. Using 64 processors, the parallelization efficiency for both processing time and memory is more than 80% with respect to 16 processors. Due to this relatively high efficiency provided by the hierarchical partitioning strategy, we are able to perform all four solutions in Table I in 1014 minutes, which is less than 17 hours.
Efficient solutions of the large problems presented in Table I are obtained under strict conditions in terms of accuracy. We note that larger problems could be solved by sacrificing the accuracy. Solutions can be relaxed by using coarser discretizations, reducing the truncation numbers, or decreasing the order of interpolations. The size of the problems can also be enlarged at the cost of increasing processing time. For example, we calculate and store radiation and receiving patterns of basis and testing functions during the setup of the program, and we use them efficiently during iterations. Calculating the patterns on the fly in each matrix-vector multiplication without storing them would increase the processing time, but larger problems could be solved. In general, we do not follow these tricks since the major purpose of this study is solving very large electromagnetics problems fast and accurately.
Finally, to demonstrate the accuracy of the solutions, Fig. 2 presents bistatic radar cross section (RCS) values for a sphere of radius 210'\. In Fig. (a) , the normalized RCS (RCS/1ra 2 , where a is the radius of the sphere in meters) is plotted in decibels (dB) 
